BACKGROUND: Several organizations have developed frameworks to systematically assess the value of new drugs.
reliability using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs). After completing their value assessments for each drug and framework (15 drugs × 4 frameworks = 60 assessments per panelist), panelists provided comments regarding their experiences and answered survey questions that asked them to rate the different frameworks. The panelists conducted a total of 480 assessments.
Each framework produces scores on different scales. The ASCO "Net Health Benefit" score ranges from -20 (worst) to +180 (best) and reflects drug clinical efficacy, toxicity, effects on long-term survival, palliation, quality of life, and treatmentfree interval. The ESMO score ranges from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) and reflects efficacy, toxicity, and quality of life.
Unlike the other frameworks, ICER does not produce scores that can be ranked. Instead, it comprises multiple components, including comparative clinical effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and budget impact, each of which requires a specific methodology and an in-depth analysis.
To produce ICER scores that could be ranked, we used ICER's comparative clinical effectiveness component, the Evidence Rating Matrix. This online tool reports final grades from I (worst) to A (best) based on the comparative net benefits and the level of certainty associated with these benefits. Our analysis converted these grades to a numerical scale from 0 (worst) to 4 (best).
NCCN framework scores range from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) for each of the 4 health benefit measures: efficacy, safety, quality of evidence, and consistency of evidence. We averaged these scores for each of these components. The impact of this approach was evaluated in sensitivity analyses by only considering NCCN scores from the clinical subdomain, the measure most commonly represented in the other frameworks.
Analysis
We estimated mean scores and standard deviations (SDs) for each drug and framework, overall and by subdomain. For descriptive comparisons, we also rescaled means to 0-100. Convergent validity and interrater reliability were the primary outcomes. Convergent validity measures the extent to which each framework produced similar evaluations for the same list of drugs. For this analysis, convergent validity was evaluated using Kendall's W. Kendall's W measures the agreement of ranked items and was calculated by comparing ranked mean drug scores (i.e., from 1 to 5 to represents best to worst drug scores per cancer type) among the 4 frameworks. Kendall's W ranges from 0 (no agreement) to 1 (complete agreement). P values were reported to test the alternative hypothesis of complete agreement (W > 0) against the null hypothesis (no agreement). W may be interpreted using a scale similar to that for ICC (described in the Analysis section).
For each of the 3 cancer types, we calculated Kendall's W: overall, across the 4 frameworks; within each pair of frameworks; for framework subdomains of clinical benefit, components of value (efficacy, toxicity, quality of life) and their approach to assessment (quantitative or qualitative).
Value assessment frameworks also vary with regard to their intended use and users. Some, including ASCO and NCCN, have been advocated to facilitate shared decision making between oncologists and their patients. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Others, such as ESMO and ICER, are intended primarily for use by policymakers or payers. [11] [12] [13] [14] Independent of their intended use and target audience, all of these tools are designed to be applicable across a spectrum of agents and cancers.
To date, most published assessments of value frameworks have been primarily conceptual or editorial. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Although 2 recent analyses evaluated value frameworks' validity and reliability, the generalizability of their findings to a broader array of frameworks and drugs is uncertain. It thus remains unclear whether existing oncology value assessment frameworks provide valid and reliable measurements of a drug's or regimen's value. Our objective was to evaluate the convergent validity and interrater reliability of 4 of the most widely discussed frameworks.
■■ Methods
This study expanded on a pilot study, of which detailed methods are described elsewhere. 22 In the current study, we convened a panel of 8 clinicians and health services researchers to assess the value of new cancer drugs using the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN value frameworks. The panel included 4 oncologists, 2 non-oncologist physicians, and 2 doctoratelevel health services researchers. All panelists had prior experience reviewing clinical literature in the oncology setting.
A total of 15 drugs were assessed in 3 cancers: advanced lung, advanced breast, and castration-refractory prostate cancers (see Appendix). To select the drugs for study inclusion, we first identified more prevalent and costly cancers, 25 and from these, we selected cancers with drugs for which published value scores were available. We considered drugs representing a range of indications (curative and palliative), malignancies (solid and hematologic), and mechanisms (cytotoxic, biologic, and immunologic). After expert review, we developed a list of 12 cancers and 90 drugs for consideration. To evaluate the study's feasibility, a pilot phase was conducted with 5 of these drugs for advanced lung cancer. 22 For the full study presented here, we examined 15 drugs for which sufficient published evidence existed for calculating the value scores; these drugs included the 5 pilot drugs and 5 each for advanced breast cancer and prostate cancer. The study sponsor played no role in determining the included cancers or drugs.
We provided panelists with published efficacy and safety data from phase III randomized controlled trials for each included drug to conduct the assessments (Appendix). We evaluated convergent validity of the 4 frameworks using Kendall' We assessed interrater reliability of each framework across all cancers using ICC and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). ICC measures the extent to which independent panelists arrive at the same assessment. Panelist scores for each framework were used to calculate ICC. ICC ranges from 0 to 1, where values < 0.40 are generally taken to represent poor reliability, 0.40-0.59 fair, 0.60-0.74 good, and ≥ 0.75 excellent. 20 Kendall's W has been interpreted using the same categories. 26, 27 ICC calculations assumed that the 8 panelists represented a random sample from a larger population of framework users. Each panelist evaluated the same drugs with the 4 frameworks. In sensitivity analyses, we calculated ICC with each panelist removed one at a time. We also calculated ICC between oncologist versus non-oncologist and physician versus nonphysician panelists, and for the following subdomains relevant in each framework: clinical benefit, toxicity, quality of life, and certainty.
Data was collected using electronic forms exported into Excel, and analyzed using SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). All tests were 2-sided with a significance level of 0.05.
■■ Results
Overall and subdomain mean scores and SDs for each of the 15 drugs using the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN frameworks are shown by cancer type in Table 1 . Figures 1-3 show, by cancer type, drug rankings and rescaled values for each framework, as well as Kendall's W overall, pairwise, and by subdomain.
Convergent Validity, by Cancer Type
For breast cancer drugs, Kendall's W was 0.560 (P = 0.010) across the 4 frameworks ( Figure 1, Panel 1) . Pairwise across frameworks, Kendall's W ranged from 0.300 to 0.950, highest for ESMO-ICER and ICER-NCCN and lowest for ASCO-ICER and ASCO-NCCN. When breast cancer drugs were ranked on the basis of distinct framework subdomains ( Figure 1 , Panels 2-5), Kendall's W was highest for certainty (ICER and NCCN) and lowest for clinical benefit (ASCO, ESMO, and NCCN). When Kendall's W was assessed for 1 panelist at a time, it remained below the mean of 0.560 for all but 2 panelists, for whom W was 0.630 (P = 0.003) and 0.657 (P = 0.002; data not shown).
For lung cancer drugs, Kendall's W was 0.562 (P=0.010) across the 4 frameworks ( Figure 2, Panel 1) . Pairwise across frameworks, Kendall's W ranged from 0.218 to 0.974, highest for ESMO-ICER and lowest for ASCO-NCCN. When lung cancer drugs were ranked on the basis of distinct framework subdomains ( Figure 2 , Panels 2-5), Kendall's W was highest for toxicity (ASCO, ESMO, and NCCN) and lowest for certainty (ICER and NCCN). When Kendall's W was assessed for 1 panelist at a time, it remained below the mean of 0.562 for all but 2 panelists, for whom W was 0.572 (P = 0.009) and 0.777 (P < 0.001; data not shown).
For prostate cancer drugs, Kendall's W was 0.920 (P < 0.001) across the 4 frameworks ( Figure 3, Panel 1) . Pairwise across frameworks, Kendall's W was ≥ 0.900 for all pairs and highest for ICER-NCCN. When prostate cancer drugs were ranked on the basis of distinct framework subdomains ( Figure 3 , Panels 2-5), Kendall's W was highest for quality of life (ASCO and ESMO) and lowest for toxicity (ASCO, ESMO, and NCCN). When Kendall's W was assessed for 1 panelist at a time, it remained below the mean of 0.920 for all but 2 panelists, for whom W was 0.946 (P < 0.001) and 0.930 (P < 0.001; data not shown). In sensitivity analyses, W results did not change substantially for any cancers when only the NCCN clinical subdomain was used.
Interrater Reliability, Across Cancers Table 2 shows ICC results by framework. ICCs for the panelists' assessments using the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN frameworks were 0.800 (95% CI = 0.660-0.913), 0.818 (95% CI = 0.686-0.921), 0.652 (95% CI = 0.466-0.834), and 0.153 (95% CI = 0.045-0.371), respectively. For all frameworks, ICC results were similar although slightly higher among oncologists compared with non-oncologists. For ASCO, ESMO, and ICER, ICC results were higher among physicians compared with nonphysicians; for NCCN, they were similar yet slightly lower for physicians compared with nonphysicians. When panelists were removed one at a time, ICC did not differ from the base case by more than 0.05 for any framework, with ranges of 0.046 for ASCO, 0.037 for ESMO, 0.070 for ICER, and 0.069 for NCCN. When framework subdomains were considered, ICC for clinical benefit was high for both ASCO and ESMO. For ASCO, ICC was also high in toxicity and lower for quality of life. For ESMO, ICC was high for quality of life and lower for toxicity. The ICC for all ICER and NCCN subdomains was < 0.200.
Each value assessment took panelists approximately 25 minutes using the ASCO framework, 14 minutes using ESMO, 21 minutes using ICER, and 8 using NCCN. The mean (SD) times needed to review the literature (up to 2 manuscripts) for each drug assessed were 28 (20) minutes for ASCO, 22 (15) for ESMO, 25 (20) for ICER, and 11 (4) for NCCN, the framework for which all assessments were done last. Mean time to review literature was consistent among cancer types, considering all frameworks and excluding the panelists' first drug assessed.
When asked about their experiences using the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN frameworks, panelists somewhat agreed that the frameworks were logically organized and reasonably easy to use, with NCCN rated somewhat easier. Panelists neither agreed nor disagreed on whether they would be comfortable using the frameworks for assessing the value of cancer treatment for a loved one. 
■■ Discussion
This analysis represents one of the first quantitative assessments of the convergent validity and interrater reliability of the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN value assessment frameworks. The frameworks demonstrated fair-to-excellent overall concordance with one another, suggesting they measure a similar underlying concept, although, lacking a gold standard, we could not assess the extent to which that concept is one that physicians or patients would recognize as "value." All frameworks except NCCN demonstrated good-to-excellent reliability. Clinical efficacy concordance had the greatest influence on overall concordance. For example, for breast cancer, clinical benefit concordance was poor (0.345) and, despite good or excellent concordance in toxicity and quality of life, overall concordance was only fair (0.560). In contrast, for prostate cancer, concordance was excellent for clinical benefit (0.956), and despite poor concordance for toxicity, overall concordance was excellent (0.920). That clinical benefit drives overall concordance is consistent with efficacy being a primary driver of real-world clinical decisions and reflects the fact that frameworks place substantial weight on clinical benefit. These findings also provide evidence for the frameworks' face validity, indicating that framework-driven decisions may reflect those made in clinical practice. 28 The complexity of the underlying data used to complete the assessments may have in turn influenced clinical concordance. Specifically, panelists appeared to more easily apply the correct numbers for the prostate cancer drugs than they did for breast and lung cancer drugs. That may be because in general, the prostate cancer papers each reported trial outcomes (i.e., hazard ratios) for fewer subgroups or endpoints than did the breast and lung cancer papers, and hence were easier to understand.
The ASCO, ESMO, and ICER frameworks demonstrated good-to-excellent reliability. Reliability of the NCCN framework was poor. In contrast with the other frameworks, which provide relatively detailed instructions and definitions, NCCN uses only short phrases in both instructions and category definitions. For example, efficacy, rated on a 5-point scale, can be described as "very effective," defined as "sometimes provides long-term survival advantage or has curative potential," or "highly effective," defined as "often provides long-term survival advantage or has curative potential." No definitions or anchors are given for the terms "sometimes" or "often," which are the only differences between these definitions. Conducting the NCCN assessments took less time on average than the others, but sparse instructions and broad categories may have limited the NCCN framework's ability to discriminate among drugs. The range of scores produced by the NCCN framework was narrow (with ratings for lung cancer drugs spanning only 7 points on a 100-point scale). In this analysis, ICC reflects the ratio of variation among drugs to the total variation, which includes variation among drugs and among raters. When the variation among drugs is small, most of the variation is explained by differences among raters.
Kendall's W Among 4 Frameworks Overall, Pairwise, and by Subdomain: Rankings and Rescaled Scores of 5 Breast Cancer Drugs (continued)

Note: Columns show drug rankings for each framework and rescaled mean scores (range 0-100). In Panel 1, Kendall's W is shown as a measure of concordance across all frameworks and each pairwise comparison. In Panels 2-5, it is shown for each subdomain. In the certainty subdomain for ICER (Panel 5), lower scores represent higher rankings.
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Unlike NCCN, ASCO and ESMO frameworks incorporate detailed, mathematical approaches, with strict criteria or formulas for calculating benefit. ICER, while not formulaic, provides detailed instructions and anchors terms such as "comparable" and "small/incremental" with half a dozen specific examples. The low interrater reliability suggests that the NCCN framework in its current form would perform best when based on large numbers of individual raters (as is now done for NCCN's published assessments).
This study expands on a previously published pilot study 22 by adding panelist assessments using the NCCN framework and including 10 more drugs (5 each in advanced breast cancer and prostate cancer). Including the 5 advanced lung cancer drugs assessed in the pilot using the ASCO, ESMO, and ICER frameworks, the current study evaluates a total of 15 drugs using 4 frameworks. In the pilot, drugs were ranked similarly by the 4 frameworks, with Kendall's W of 0.703 (P = 0.006); interrater reliability was high for the ASCO and ESMO frameworks and poor for ICER. In the current, larger study, convergent validity was assessed by cancer type to accurately represent real-world drug-to-drug comparisons. With the inclusion of panelist assessments using the NCCN framework, convergence among the lung cancer drugs decreased from good in the pilot to fair (W = 0.562, P = 0.010). Pairwise analyses indicated that poor convergence with NCCN drove this finding, with all NCCN pairs having fair-to-poor convergence (Figure 2) . In both studies, reliability was excellent (ICC ≥ 0.75) for ASCO and ESMO, likely due to the clarity of instructions and methodologic approach taken by these frameworks. On the other hand, reliability for ICER was poor (ICC = 0.281, 95% CI = 0.055-0.799) in the pilot and fair (ICC = 0.652, 95% CI = 0.466-0.834) in the larger study reported here. These differences may be driven by the impact of sample size (5 vs. 15 drugs assessed in the pilot and full study, respectively) on statistical results and on panelists' increasing familiarity with the framework as more drugs were assessed.
Providers, payers, and patients have identified as a significant problem the lack of a clear approach to ensuring adequate "value" of new oncology treatments. 17, 29 Are these frameworks a practical solution? Some authorities have posited that physicians will rise to the challenge of discussing value with their patients. 30 However, panelists in our study were only somewhat enthusiastic about the process of conducting individual drug assessments, and the hour spent reviewing literature and conducting just 1 assessment may be more time than most oncologists are able to devote. ASCO promises to develop a user-modifiable software tool with populated drug data and user-modifiable category weights, ICER intends to publish more reports, and ESMO proposes to assess every newly approved anticancer drug. Currently, however, only NCCN has published completed assessments for an extensive array of oncology regimens, and busy clinicians may choose ease-ofuse and availability over reliability.
There is evidence that payers are considering framework ratings in their decisions. 31 A recent survey found 27% of payers responding report to using value frameworks to guide preferred therapy decisions, alter coverage criteria through policies such as prior authorization to make "lower value" medications more are similar at all. Despite these broadly similar results, the differing approaches are most clearly visible in reproducibility of panelists' assessments. The limited instructions and lower discriminatory ability of the NCCN framework meant its reliability was poor. Modifications of the instructions, provision of specific anchors, or other changes should be considered if the NCCN framework is to be used by individuals, rather than committees.
Limitations
Results of our analysis must be considered in light of its potential limitations. The use of rankings, rather than raw scores, was required for analyzing convergent validity with the Kendall's W statistic. Because each framework produces scores on different scales, raw scores cannot be directly compared between frameworks. We addressed this in our analysis to allow for descriptive comparisons between frameworks by rescaling scores to 1-100. Further, since not all drugs assessed in this analysis are direct substitutes, this analysis may have been an easier test than a real-world comparison. Future iterations will incorporate larger subgroups of directly substitutable drugs to evaluate the impact that this incorporation may have on validity and reliability. With panelists conducting multiple assessments among drugs and frameworks, contamination and training effects may occur. For example, as individual panelists conduct multiple assessments for the same drug, earlier assessments may impact subsequent scores. Indeed, it took panelists less time to complete the assessments for the framework they used last. With more assessments completed, convergence may improve as panelists get better at using the frameworks. Completing more assessments could falsely increase convergence for drugs assessed later in the study.
difficult to obtain, and educate providers on high-versus lowvalue therapies (e.g., through pathways programs). Another 41% of payers said they plan to use such tools in the future.
Can use of any of these frameworks help align the prices of cancer drugs with their value or improve patient access to high-value treatments? In their current form, the frameworks we evaluated focus much more on drug attributes other than cost, if they include cost at all. Cost is included in only some of the frameworks evaluated here, and it is considered in different ways even when included. [16] [17] The lack of transparent cost data and the variability in insurance coverage in the U.S. health care system means that identifying the correct cost inputs for a given patient is a colossal, if not an impossible, task. It may be that broader approaches to value-based reimbursement, such as the proposed Medicare Part B program changes, may have a greater impact on cancer drug pricing than value frameworks, such as those analyzed here. 32 Regardless of which framework is used, or who uses it, basing decisions on "value" will ultimately affect patients. Framework users should recognize that some highly valued patient outcomes-such as health-related quality of life, ease of use, subgroup differences, and long-term side effects-are incorporated in the frameworks unevenly. Even in frameworks that consider these outcomes, they can only be incorporated in each drug's assessment to the extent that data are available, and such data are frequently lacking. 33 Although we did not evaluate the frameworks' construct validity-the extent to which they actually measure the latent variable, "value"-our results indicate that the ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN frameworks provide value assessments that are fairly similar to one another. Defining and measuring value in oncology care is complex, and it is a remarkable testament to the efforts of the developers that these divergent approaches The set of drugs (prostate cancer drugs) that were evaluated last by all panelists did in fact have the best convergent validity. Although we posited that this result was due to the simplicity of trial data for these drugs, the impact of assessment sequence in our analysis is unknown. Future analyses should incorporate different sequencing of value assessments by drug and framework to evaluate the potential role of these factors.
Of the 4 frameworks considered here, only the ASCO and ESMO frameworks produce single clinical effectiveness scores. Published assessments with the full ICER value framework report multiple components, including clinical evidence reviews, cost-effectiveness models, and budget impact analyses. Since results from such multifaceted analyses could not be used to evaluate convergent validity and interrater reliability, the ICER comparative clinical effectiveness tool was used for our analysis. The NCCN Evidence Blocks also do not yield a single score for clinical effectiveness, instead producing separate scores for efficacy, safety, quality of evidence, and consistency of evidence. For our analysis, these scores were averaged to create 1 summary score. When this assumption was tested in sensitivity analyses, W results did not change substantially for any cancers.
■■ Conclusions
Value assessment frameworks are an attempt to shift the discussion among providers, payers, and patients alike from price to value. Although the different approaches built into these frameworks suggest that stakeholders have yet to come to agreement on exactly how to define value, our findings indicate they may be closer than may have been expected. The ASCO, ESMO, ICER, and NCCN frameworks demonstrated fair-to-excellent convergent validity and appropriately focus on clinical efficacy. Interrater reliability was good or excellent for all frameworks except NCCN's, whose simpler approach made it user-friendly but more susceptible to small differences between users. Continued use, analyses, and refinements of these frameworks will bring us closer to the ultimate goal of using value-based treatment decisions to improve patient care and outcomes.
